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Dutch Gaming
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Serious and casual games

want to be associated with fun. Dutch

• a concentration of some of the world’s
best known studios
• a government that is actively stimulating the industry, and
• excellent gaming research projects and
coursework at several universities.
The new online capabilities of next-generation consoles have opened different ways
Advergame TracChallenge2 by developer
Little Chicken promotes Vredestein tires
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Gaming research and resources

Another increasingly popular category is
advergames. Games like Little Chicken’s rac-

advertising agencies recognize the power of

One example is the GATE project with a
total budget of 19 million euros. This project has three objectives:
• to advance the state of the art in
gaming,
• to facilitate knowledge transfer to
companies, and
• to show the benefits and potential of

Gaming events
As a result of the growing and increasingly professional game industry in the
Netherlands, some high profile and successful events have emerged. Two such
events are the annual NLGD Festival of
Games and Free Gaming.
The NLGD Foundation offers room to all

Serious simulation game by developer E-Semble
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The largest consumer event in the
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Netherlands is Free Gaming in Rotterdam.

products, designed and built with Dutch

It’s an open-air event for people of all
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These “advergames” now are an integral
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part of any advertising campaign worldwide.

enhancing the productivity and competitive edge of small- and medium-sized
creative companies.
Moreover, the Center for Advanced
Gaming and Simulation (AGS) in the
Netherlands has become a leading-edge
research center for advancing state-ofthe-art techniques. The goal of AGS is to
create technology for highly effective

ShipSim, a serious simulation
game by developer VSTEP
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